
 

SurfSolo Anonymous Web Surfing  

SurfSolo creates an encrypted virtual tunnel between your computer and 
one of our high bandwidth security proxy servers. This tunnel shields you 
from the most sophisticated methods of online spying and snooping, 
ensuring you of completely anonymous web surfing. 
 
SurfSolo is like the secure VPNs (Virtual Private Networks) that 
corporations use, but designed for personal use. SurfSolo anonymous 
web browsing is simple to set up and use, and works silently in the 
background. The internet connection is only slowed down minimally 
(depending on your internet connection and number of nodes between 
your computer and our servers). 

Features of SurfSolo: 
 

SurfSolo allows anonymous surfing by obscuring the location of your computer as well as your Internet IP address 
SurfSolo, is a secure Tunneling SSH2 Service: This powerful encryption technology runs silently and effortlessly in 

the background whenever you´re online, encrypting all transmissions to and from your computer 
Powerful AES-256 encryption makes all your internet traffic your private issue 
Secure & Private Email Account: Lets you send and receive messages safely, privately and anonymously. By using 

the secure e-mail address your will receive, your IP-address WILL NOT BE VISIBLE, you will just appear as 
'localhost' plus the privacy server's IP 

Secure & Private Newsgroup Access:  
Allows safe and private newsgroup posting and reading 

Secure & Private Instant Messaging & Chat:  
Automatically protect your chat activity and existing IM accounts 

P2P capable!  
Nobody will have a clue who and where you are 
No activity logs kept 
Ultra high bandwidth proxies provide incredibly fast anonymous surfing 

 

  

Features Antivirus Firewall Privacy 
Tunnel 

Stops email viruses 
 

    

Stops web-based viruses 
   

Stops hackers from attacking your computer   
  

Prevents online tracking     
 

Stops hackers from intercepting your Internet communications     
 

Prevents your ISP from eavesdropping on your email, instant 
messaging, chat etc.     

 

Makes you invisible & untrackable while you surf     
 

 


